
By George W. Ball 
The folic:wing is a speech by the 

Under Secretary of State delivered last 
week before the Northwestern Univer-sity Alwmni Association at Evanston, 
Ill. 

THE BEGINNING of wisdom with 
 regard to Vietnam is to recognize 

that what Americans are fighting in 
the jungles and rice paddies of that un- 

PPY land is ot a local cenfli t—an 1,  
lated war that has meaning only 

r one part of the world. 	/ 
We can properly understand the 

struggle in Vietnam only if we recog. 

fenze it for what it is: part of a vast and 
tinning struggle in Which we have 

been engaged for more than two 
decades.  

Like most of the conflicts that have 
plagued the world in recent years, the 
conflict in Vietnam is a product of the 
great shifts and changes triggered by 
the Second World War. Out of the war, 
two continentwide powers emerged: 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union. The colonial systems through 
which the nationerlif-WRItaltrreirtipe 
had governed more than a third of the 
people of the world were, one by one, 
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\- arose large areas of the g I . 1'. At the 
CD j  

,_‘'-''same time, man was learning to harness 
the power of the exploding sun, and 
technology made mockery of time and 
distance. 

The result of these vast Changes—
compressed within the breathless span 
of two decades—was to bring about a 
drastic rearrangement of the power 
structure of the world. 

A Western Dam 
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Hanoi Myth of an) 
I has resulted -in a 'Very uneasy .  

Indigenous 
Rebellion 

equilibrium of forces. For even while' 
the new national boundaries were still 

s 't-sa being marked on the map, the Soviet 
Iv .'Union under Stalin exploited the con- 

fusion to push out the perimeter of 
Ai k its power and influence in an effort 

.,A„ to extend the outer limits of Commu- 
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s thieszattetrVuzedped 	m 
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'4'"::,- eararg,tackly. By launching the 
.,.. Marshall Plan to restore economic vital-

ity to the. nations of Western Europe 
and by • forming NATO—a powerful 

1.,\,-  Western alliance reinforced by United 
States resources and military power—

g. f7,: America and the free nations of Europe 
built a dam to hold back the further 

- rrencroachment of Communist ambitions. 
This decisive action succeeded bril-

liantly. NATO, created in 3949, o ped 

. 	i -.. - an. 	.A -,...)o.To. - to 	1. . , 
.0 	.." But the world was 	no 

tiaM194likut. The victory of the Chi-
nese Communists in that same year ' 
posed a new threat of Communist ex-

, pension against an Asia in ferment. ‘. 
r.; Just as the Western world had mobi-
" lized its resistance against Communist 
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6mm  FIRST TEST came quickly in 
I Korea. There the United Nations; 

forces — pre 	 Ma — 
' magied th 	ve of Commun 	orth 
Korea, supported by materiel from the 
Soviet Union. They stopped a vast Chi-
nese army that followed. They brought 
to a halt the Communist drive to push 
out the line that had been drawn and 
to establish Communist control over 
the whole .Korean peninsula.  

The Korean War was fought from a 
entral conviction: that the best hope 
or freedom and security In the world 
epended on maintaining the integrity 

fValif"liFrangqinents.oStailility 
be achiev-W-OSly Thrtirsking sure 

that the Communist world did not ex-
pand by destroying those arrangements 
by forcee-rat'threirrittlIffirlIfiret-
ting the precarious power balance be-
tween the two sides of the Iron 'Cur-
tain. 

It was this conviction that led bo our 
rm stand in Korea. It was this4010- 
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Associated Press 

Ho Chi Minh with a group of young people at a Hanoi picture exhibi-
tion last summer. It is "Uncle Ho's" name that the Vietcong soldier 
carries into battle, not that of a South Vietnamese hero. 
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Associated Press 

Greek guerrillas captured by government forces near Salonika in 1948. 
George W. Ball considers the Communists' "war of national liberation" 
in Greece 20 years ago analogous to the Vietcong's tactics today. 
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	mat -at---Was signed 

in 195441410rat. that bander that 
ithtiettthe ofolliffil="ir•Irtkrified 
by the Senate by a vote of 82-1. 

Under that treaty and its protocol, 
the United States and other treaty 
partners gave , their joint and severe; 

ledges to guarantee existing bound. 
les—includrim;-  

between 
estallt, 	 real 

ed their Iternti ii 
Since 	n, three Presidents have rein- 

e,d that guarantee by further coin,  
mitmeants given directly to the Repub 

of Vietnam. And on Aug. 10, 1964, 
the Senate, by a vote of 88-2, and the 

'3House, by a vote of 418-0, adopted a 
-Zjoint resolution declaring their support 

for these commitments. 

4A Greek Analogy 
TODAY WE ARE living up to those 

•-■ 	commitments by helping South 
Vietnam defend itself from the on-

- slaught of Communist force—just as we 
helped Iran fn 1946; Grand Turkey 
in 1947, Formosa and Korea in 1950 and 

r' Berlin SIM"Thiti. 
-3 The bloody encountersin the high-

lands around Pleiku and the rice pad-
dies of the Mekong Delta are thus in a 
real sense battles and skhmielhes In a 

"continuing war to prevent_one Corn- 
17Cinunist power afberr from vio-

lating internationally recognized bliftllt*  
viainart,—of 4 	. • ,Catirtintenist 

f..MMIlleWellir Of Vietnam, we think 
'of Korea. In Vietnam, as in Korea, the 
Communists in one part of a divided 
country lying on the periphery of 
China have sought by force to gain do-
minion over the whole. But in terms of 

tactics on the ground, Greece is a . 
closer analogy. For there, 20 years. 
ago, as in South Vietnam today, the 
Communists naught to achieve their 
purpose by what is known in their lexi-
con as a "war of national liberation." 

They chose this method of aggres-
sion both hi Greece and Vietnam be-
cause tactics of term and sabotage, of 
stealth and subversion, give a great 
advantage to a disciplined and ruthless 
minority, particularly where — as in 
those two countries—the physical ter-
rain made concealment easy and im-
peded the use of heavy weapons. 

But the Communists also have a 
more subtle reason for favoring this 
type of aggression. It creates in any , 
situation an element of confusion, a 
sense of ambiguity that can, they hope, 
so disturb and divide free men as to 
Prevent them from making common , 
cause against it. 

This ambiguity is the central point 
of debate in the discussions that 
"bays surrounded the South Vietnam 
problem. 

Subversion Since 1954 

IS THE WAR in South Vietnam an 
 external aggression from the North, 

or is it an indigenous revolt? This is a 
question that Americans quite properly 
ask—and one to which they deserve a 
satisfactory answer. It is a question 
which we who have official responsibil- _  

le
hies have necessarily probed in great 
epth. For if the Vietnam war were 

rely what the Communists say it is 
an indigenous rebellion—then the 

mated Stater_osicl, have no business 
talticne.s—li.-llielranilfet"and helping 

' otiegilletedgleirkneother bY force of 
, MS. 
zr The evidence on the character of 

ithe Vietnam war is voluminous. Its 
:r meaning  seems clear enough: The 
... North Vietnamese regime in Hanoi 
.- systematically created the Vietcong 
%forces; it provides their equipment; it 
*,,mounted the guerrilla war — and it 
.4controls that war from Hanoi on a 
S day-to-day basis. 

..... The evidence Shows clearly enough 
c? that—at the time of French withdrawal 
to —when Vietnam was divided in the 

. -1: settlement of 1954, , the CoMmunist 
..lzregime in Hanoi never intended that 
utpouth Vieth 	, .--rli ie -,.. ; . , iie. 
.-deiirldantr,CtitlintnitioitelfrilliVI;ith 
..itlietitet Minh army were directed to 

stay in the South, to cache away their 
arms and to do everything possible to 
undermine ' the South Vietnamese 
government. Others-80,000 in all—were 
ordered to the North for training in 

,th,  e North Vietnamese army. 
: 0  x141144 r: il---  "Itillitlif  . c 6. ii,tral • -- 
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e--that the Communist rulers of the 
_.North res6215Rrtrimerrillaritaint*** in 
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-71. of the South Vietnam g  
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per- 
•'="41"tiliiiiirleirlibei could not '  1. achieve i their designs by subversion 

alone. tr. *LOW. r" 
. re In  September, 1960, the Lao bong .z Party—the Communist Party in North 
i Vietnaan--iheild its Third Party Con- 

4%. • gress In Hanoi. That Congress called 
• ‘-f or the creation of a front organization 
i .to undertake the subversion of South 
• tVietnam. Within two or three months 
• 

 
=thereafter, the National Liberation 

.Z..Front was established to provide a 
•t.., political facade for the conduct of an 
1, active guerrilla war. 
3-kt 
.t.,, Nine Regular Regiments 
P.1  DEGIDINING early that year, the 

.13 Hanoi regime began to infiltrate 
across the demarcation line the dis- 
ciplined Communists whom the Party 
had ordered North at the time of the 
settlement. In the intervening period 
since 1954, those men had been trained 
in the arts of proselytizing, sabotage 
and subversion. Now they were or-
dered to conscript young men from 
the villages by force or persuasion and 
to form cadres around which guerrilla 
units could be built. 

Beginning over a year ago, the Com-
munists apparently exhausted their 
reservoir of Southerners who had gone '• 
North. Since then, the greeter number 
of men infiltrated into the South have 
been netivehovn North Vietnamese. 
Most recently, Hanoi has begun to 
infiltrate elements of the North Vietna-
mese army in increasingly larger man-
bets. Today, there is evidence that-nine 
regiments of regular North Vietnainese 
forces are fighting in organized units 
in the South. 

I mention these facts — which are 
familiar enough to Mini you—because 
they are hiudataaatal—lumrzsacY 
with regard to Metazoan. These facts, it 
seems to us, make it clear beyond 
tiuestion that the war in South Viet-ri  
am has few of the attributes of an 

Under Secretary George W. 
Ball: ". . it Is not the Ameri 
can purpose simply to preserve 
the status quo." 

k.-trt. It is a cynical and 
sys ma 'c iiggienaion by the North 
Vietnamese regime against the people 
of South Vietnam. It is one further 
chapter in the long and brutal chron-
icle of Communist efforts to extend 
the periphery of Communist power by 
force and terror. 

Unacceptable Condition 
r11HIS POINT is at the heart of our 

determination to stay the course 
in the bloody contest now under way 
in South Vietnam. It also necessarily 
shapes our position with regard to 
negotiations. 

The President, Secretary Rusk and 
all spokesmen for the Administration 
have stated again and again that the 
United States is prepared to Join in un-
conditional discussions of the Vietna-
mese problem in an effort to bring 
about a satisfactory political solution. 
But so far, the regime in Hanoi has 
refused to come to the bargaining table 
except on the basis of quite unaccepta-
ble conditions. One among several such 
conditions—but one that has been wide.' 
ly debated in the United States—is that 
we must recognize the National Libera-
tion Front as the representative 
indeed, as the sole representative—of 
the South Vietnamese people. 

Yet to recognize the National ',there- .. 
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the West should not undertake to de-
fend the integrity of all lines of d 

c.,kcation even though 
es. They contend 

y o 	se 	are unnatural 
since they do not conform to the 

4  geopolitical realities as they see them. 
.They contend in particular that—since 
the passing of colonialism—the West--3 ern powers have no business mixing in 

cj  the affairs of the Asian mainland. They 
1--imply that=-regardless of our 001/Mlit- 

ments—we should not try to prevent 
-"Red China from establishing its hegem- 

ony over the East Asian land mass 
south of the Soviet Union.\  

-",Inaccurate Premise 
cloIROPONENTS of this view advance 

two principal arguments to sup-

itport their thesis. 
• They contend that the yery_weight 
Chinese power, its vast population 

and its 'consequent ability to mobilize 
immense mass armies entitles it to rec-
ognition as the controlling force of 
Southeast Asia. 

• As a second reason for acknowl-
edging the Chinese hegemony, they 
contend that for centuries China has 
maintained a dominant cultural and 
political influence throughout the area. 

They claim, therefore, that Southeast 
Asia lies within the Chinese sphere of 
influence and that we Should let the 
Chinese redraw the lines of-demarca-
tion to suit themselves without regard 
to the /wishes of the Southeast Asian 
people. 

This argument, it seems to me, does 
not provide an acceptable basis for 
United States policy. 

The assertion that China through 
hundreds of years of history has held 
sway over Southeast Asia is simply not 
accurate. Successive Chinese empires 
sought by force to establish such sway, 
but they never succeeded in doing so, 
except in certain sectors for limited 
periods. For the people of Southeast 
Asia have, over the centuries, shown 
an obstinate insistence on shaping 
their own destiny which the Chinese 
have not been able to overcome. 

To adopt the sphere-of-influence ap-
proach now advocated would, there-
fore, not mean allowing history to re- 

peat itself. It would mean according -to 
China a status it had never been able 
to achieve by its own efforts through-
out the ages. It would mean sentencing 
the peoples of Southeast Asia against 
their will to indefinite servitude be-
hind the Bamboo Curtain. And it 
Would mean turning our back on the 
principles that have formed the basis 
of Western policy in the whole post-

1 war era. 
Nor can one seriously insist that geo-

graphical propinquity establishes the 
Chinese right to dominate. At a time 
when man can circle the earth in 90 
minutes, there is little to support such 
a literal commitment to 19th century 
geopolitics. It is a dubious policy that 
would permit the accidents of geogra-
phy to deprive peoples of their right to 
determine their own future frmfrorin 

rnal force. The logic of tha riMiFY 
has 	ications. It would rational- 
ize the n greed of great powers. It 
would imperil the prospects for devel-
oping and maintaining an equilibrium 
of power in the world. 

The principles of the United Nations 
Charter are doctrinally more in tune 
with the aspirations of 20th century 
man. 

Unfinished Business 

THIS DOES NOT mean, however, 
that the political shape of the 

world should be regarded as frozen in 
an intractable pattern; that the boun-
daries established by the postwar ar-
rangements are necessarily sacrosanct 
and immutable. 	eed, some of the 
lines of demarcation 	'VW e 
See 	 '''.16c 	TO- 
Vi 	 .i ' 	er 
m 	 to 

come. This was true in Germany, in t Korea and South Vietnam as well 	i 
But those settlements  have not yet 

been achieved, and we cannot permit 
' their resolution to be pre-empted by 
force. This is the issue In Vietnam. 
This is what we are fighting for. This 
is why we are there. 

We have no ambition to stay there 
any longer than is 	We have 

y c ear that the United 
States seeks no territory in Southeast 
Asia. We wish no military bases. We do 
not desire to destroy the regime in 
Hanoi or to remake it In a Western 
pattern. The United States will not re-
tain American forces in South Vietnam 
once peace is assured. 

fl
The countries of Southeast Asia can 

e nonaligned or neutral, depending on 
he will of the people. We support free 

____ .... 
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elections in South Vietnam as soon .. 
-violence has been eliminated' and the 

nth Vietnamese people „ate 
wi ,,t' ,nulion. We look forward tb fier.eleatioris=and we will accept the result as a democratic people is 
accustomed to do. Yet we have little doubt about the outcome, for we are confident that the South Vietnamese 
who have fought hard for their free-
dom will not be the first people to give 
up that freedom to communism in a 
free exercise of self-determination. Whether the peoples of the two parts 

Vietnam-Yip wish to unite is again 
r them to dfcide as soon as they are 
a position tq do so freely. Like other 
tions, that & reunification must be 

reserved. 

A Shared Interest  
N THE LONG run, our hopes for the 

people of South Vietnam reflect 
ur hopes for people everywhere. What 

we seek is a world living in peace and 
freedom—a world in which the Cold 
War, with its tensions and conflicts, 
can recede into history. We are seeking 
to build a world in Which men and 
nations will recognize and act upon a 
strongly shared interest in peace and 
international cooperation for the 
common good. 

We should not despair of these ob-
jectives even though at the moinent 
they may seem rather unreal and ideal-istic. For we would make a mistake to 
regard the Cold War as a permanent 

Lw

hencanenon. After all, it was less than 
o decades ago that Winston Church-first announced in Fulton, Mo., 
at "Frlirit ttlefit in the Baltic to 

r, 'este in the Adriatic, an iron curtain as descended across the Continent." 
nd two decades are Only a moment in the long sweep of history. 
During the intervening years, major changes have taken place on both sides 

of the Iron Curtain. A schism has de-
veloped 

 
 within the Communist world. The Soviet Union has become the sec-ond greatest industrial power. The So-

viet people have begun to ,acquttee a staltrtriilitoltrttrqtter.grafter the `Iffreliktof- 19622the Soviet Union has come face to face with the realities 
of power and destruction in the nuclear 
age and has recognized the awesome 
fact that in the 20th century a war 
between great poivers is a war without victory for anyone. 

The changes taking place within the 
Soviet Union and among the nations of Eastern Europe are at once a reality and a promise. 

Over time—and in a world of rapid and pervasive change the measurement 
of time is difficult indeed—we may 
look forward to a comparable devel-
opment within Communist China—a 
maturing process that will deflect the 
policies of Peking from bellicose actions to a peaceful relation with the rest of the world. 

After all, it is not the American pur- 
pose simply to preserve the status quo. That was not our history and that is of our destiny. What we want io pre-erve is the freedom of choice for the eoples of the world. We will take our chances on that. 


